By STEVE ZAVESTOSKI
Assistant News Editor

The faculty and administration made the first step this summer to include the faculty in strategic planning for the University's future, according to John Borkowski, professor of psychology at Notre Dame and Faculty Senate representative.

As a result, an advisory committee to the Provost for academic affairs was formed, Borkowski said.

The summer meetings were held in the wake of a series of issues raised last spring when the Faculty Senate voted 13-1, with the vote for "no confidence" in University President Father Edward Malloy.

The faculty committee, while its exact composition and size are still undetermined, will not be a budgetary committee. The rest of the details on the committee will be worked out in meetings this fall.

As an advisory committee, the committee will have no authority in University decision-making. Its sole capability will be offering the Provost recommendations which can either be dismissed or accepted.

According to O'Meara, such a committee is important. "If you keep ignoring the people who are advising you, they will eventually stop offering you advice," O'Meara added that the discourse that has occurred thus far has benefited everyone involved and has been essential in keeping the University moving forward.

"There is a real concern on the faculty for the problems facing the students," he said.

French voters decide on future of European economic, political union

PARIS (AP) — Its allies watching anxiously, France voted Sunday in a referendum that will determine whether Western Europe strives toward or steps back from closer political and economic union.

Defeat of the union treaty could unleash a wave of protectionism in world financial markets, damage the stature of France and other European leaders who promoted the accord and force the European Community into a fundamental reassessment of its future.

Voters decided whether France should ratify the so-called Maastricht treaty, designed to unite the 12-nation EC in common economic, foreign and defense policies and a single currency by 1999.

The referendum was widely viewed as having more international ramifications than any election in French history, although it did not threaten the EC itself.

Voters were asked a single question: "Do you approve the bill submitted to the French people by the president of the republic authorizing the ratification of the treaty on European union?"

Backers say the treaty would help transform the trading bloc of 330 million people into a political and economic superpower that could better compete with the United States and Japan. Opponents say France would lose control over economic and immigration policies.

At 5 p.m. (11 a.m., EDT), three hours before polls were to close, 56.6 percent of France's 38.3 million registered voters had cast ballots — below the 70.1 percent figure at the same stage of the 1988 presidential election.

Projections were expected within minutes, and fairly comprehensive results within three hours, although the overall result was expected no earlier than Monday, after ballots in overseas departments were counted.

The referendum had been considered too close to call. The last polls before a one-week ban prior to the balloting showed voters about evenly split with many people undecided.

Rejection by France, which had been the driving force for unity along with Germany, would doom the Maastricht treaty, reached in December in the Dutch town by that name.

Danish voters rejected the treaty in June, but the Irish approved it. The other nine EC countries have or plan to ratify the treaty in their parliaments, although there are increasing calls for public votes.

A "yes" victory in France would keep Maastricht alive, but the cleverly contested campaign and recent currency crisis in Europe have raised serious doubts about whether the process can proceed without an overhaul.
Crime policy applies to all

As the security reporter for The Observer, readers often ask me how the newspaper decides to report incidents involving students charged with misdeeds of felonies. Their reactions to articles printed range from anger to disbelief, but most re-Assistant News Editor fleet a common curiosity about editorial decision-making.

While it may seem that only certain incidents appear in the newspaper, The Observer has a standard crime policy that governs reporting of all cases that come to our attention through tips, campus security or area police.

The Observer crime policy requires publishing the names of students cited by area police for a variety of offenses. Why, you ask?

• The Observer is a campus newspaper, focusing on student-related news.

Student arrests and other encounters with police are of interest to students and should be reported. Alcohol-related incidents are especially noteworthy, and reporting them helps illustrate results concerning the consequences of breaking the law.

• Most newspapers list the names of people who are arrested, including those of students over the age of 18.

Moreover, if the local paper or television stations release the names of students charged by the police, it would be poor journalism for The Observer not to do the same.

• It is unfair to print only the names of Notre Dame or Saint Mary’s students with high profiles. Such treatment would constitute poor journalism.

If a student charged is known publicly on campus for alcohol offenses as a varsity athlete, elected student government official or public editor—$_the title will be included in the article_. By reporting so, The Observer treats each student fairly while noting the obvious. That as it is in the world outside, those with high profiles are held to high standards.

• Listing the names of students charged but not yet convicted for a crime does not create an assumption that they are guilty until proven innocent.

Every Observer article makes clear that students were charged or cited for a violation. By reporting the possible fines and punishment for the violation, The Observer notes that the matter is not over.

In serious cases, The Observer tracks a story through arraignment and court verdict. But alcohol-related offenses rarely go that far and tend to be resolved through the County Prosecutor’s office without going to trial.

It is our intention to provide the most thorough coverage of all security issues on campus and in the community. The crime policy is just one way of ensuring that.

The views expressed are those of the author and not necessarily of The Observer.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Students at small colleges drink more alcohol than their colleagues at larger schools, a new study showed Friday. The study, based on a survey of more than 56,000 students, also found that students with low grades consume about three times as many drinks as those on the honor roll.

Researchers from Southern Illinois University and the College of William and Mary analyzed survey results collected on 78 campuses during the 1989-90 school year. Their report is intended to help campus leaders understand the frequency of drug and alcohol use as they design programs to combat substance abuse.

"It's the largest sample that's ever been done," said researcher Cheryl Presley of Carbondale, Ill. "Here is the information for them to make better decisions."

The information about drinking on small campuses was particularly significant, said Presley and colleague Philip Meilman. At four-year schools with enrollments of less than 2,500, students under 24 averaged seven drinks a week, compared to 4.59 drinks at campuses with 20,000 students or more.

"Small schools tend to be located in rural environments where there is less to do, so people may turn to drinking more," Meilman said. "There's a tendency to conform to existing social norms."

The study doesn't establish a direct link between drinking and low grades, but a relationship of some sort exists, the researchers said.

The study found that students who were getting Ds and Fs were averaging nearly 11 drinks a week, while students with As were consuming 3.4 drinks.

As expected, alcohol was popular on all the campuses: 86 percent of respondents said they used it in the previous month.

Twenty-seven percent of students said they smoked marijuana.

The surveys showed that 46 percent of students were smoking at least once in the previous 30 days and 11 percent said they had used marijuana at least once in the previous month.

"We've got a lot of kids re-

Students at small colleges drink more, survey shows

progress toward national goals of reducing the number of teens who endanger their health with cigarettes, alcohol and drugs.

Dr. Laura Kann of the CDC's division of adolescent and school health said health officials won't be able to assess the nation's progress toward health goals set in 1990 for a couple of years.

"We're really at the beginning," she said. The CDC reported findings from a 1991 national survey of 12,272 high school students plus 1991 surveys conducted by 33 states and cities. An average of 2,000 students were surveyed in each of the 33 sites, she said. The survey did not give a margin of error.

The surveys showed 46 percent of students said they had drunk alcohol at least once in the previous 30 days. Twenty-four percent said they had smoked at least once in the previous 30 days and 11 percent said they had used marijuana at least once in the previous month.

"We've got a lot of kids re-
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porting tobacco, alcohol and other drug use," Ms. Kann said. "We need to give kids the skills to avoid all these types of drugs."

By the year 2000, national education goals call for only 15 percent of teens to be smoking daily when they reach age 12-17 to be drinking and 3 percent of the group to be using marijuana.

The state surveys showed that 9 percent of students in 22 of 33 sites were at least two times higher than the national goal.
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UN envoy warns warlord against blocking troops

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) — Freelance gunmen in heavily armed vehicles looted sacks of beans and sorghum just outside the capital city's port on Sunday — food meant for starving people.

The heist took place in mid-afternoon and no attempt was made to hide it. In fact, the guards on top of the food trucks banted with the gunmen.

The convoy of about 100 armed trucks stopped a quarter of a mile from the port when half a dozen armed vehicles drove up, many with artillery guns and each carrying jeen-agers waving rifles.

Three black sacks of beans were tossed off one vehicle and three white sacks of sorghum off another.

The operation was obviously well-planned. A man with a rap appeared instantly and trundled down the street with half the booty. The other three sacks were spirited into a compound. The entrance of which was right by the tree where the sacks were dumped.

U.N. officials appealed again over the weekend to local warlords to help curb the lawlessness that is hindering food shipments meant for the up to 2 million Somalis who are in danger of starving.

More than 100,000 Somalis already have died from the combined effects of famine and war.

The United Nations has said port security is crucial because planes cannot deliver all of the 110,000 tons of food needed over the next 10 days to alleviate the famine.

Looting and banditry at Mogadishu port and the southern port of Kiwaya have forced relief agencies to rely on more costly air shipments, but planes can only bring in about 20 tons daily.

On Sunday, U.N. Special Envoy Mohamed Sahnoun told one warlord that he will be responsible for thousands of starvation deaths if he refuses to allow more armed U.N. troops to protect relief shipments at ports.

The warlord, Mohamed Farah Aidid, controls most of southern Somalia with his militia and opposes foreign intervention.

On Saturday, Aidid said he did not want the U.N. force increased from 500 to the 3,500 authorized by the United Nations.

The 500 troops already assembling in Somalia will be deployed at Mogadishu's port and airport.

"If we do not have security arrangements in the other ports, we will not have food coming in," Sahnoun said.

Relief organizations, he said, are "very, very reluctant" to operate without U.N. protection in case of repeated attacks and the stakings of several Somali relief workers.

---
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**Indian police accused of brutalizing people**

NEW DELHI, India (AP) — A human rights group has accused the police in Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao's home state of systematically killing or torturing suspects under the guise of fighting political terrorism.

In a report released Sunday, the group Asia Watch accused the police of "wanton lawlessness" in Andhra Pradesh, a southern state of 67 million people.

The government Press Information Bureau said the Asia Watch report was being studied and refused further comment.

The drought-prone state is the center of a decade-old Communist movement claiming to fight for poor farmers against feudalistic landlords. Netherland, the state capital, is 930 miles south of New Delhi.

The government says the rebels, known as Naxalites, killed 360 people, including 60 policemen, in 1991.

Last week, Rao set in motion the creation of a human rights commission to investigate alleged abuses. The decision was applauded by international human rights watch groups who have been critical of India's handling of secessionist rebellion and of its unrestrained police forces.

Asia Watch acknowledged that the Naxalites pose a serious threat. But it accused the state police and federal forces of colluding with "politically influential landowners to assault and murder peasants and tribal villagers in the name of fighting terrorism."

---

**Heavenly Dinner Deal**

Every Sunday to Wednesday

Spaghetti & Tomato Sauce

$2.99

per person

If you have not tasted our delicious Italian offerings, here's a temptation: our very own Spaghetti and Classic Tomato Sauce Dinner. This sinful portion includes handmade Minestrone soup or crisp salad and devilishly hot leaves of Southern thorn lodge bread. An enlightening offer good Sundays thru Wednesdays until October 28, 1992.
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TALLINN, Estonia (AP) — Voters in the tiny Baltic state of Estonia chose a parliament and president Sunday in an election that barred non-ethnic Estonians — about 40 percent of the population — from participating. After more than four decades of Soviet domination, Estonians are counting on new leaders to speed up economic and social reforms and widen the break with former Soviet rule.

In addition to president, voters chose 101 parliament members. There were no early turnout figures. Election officials said they expected final results on Monday.

"I felt good about voting today... I'm sick of politics, but I know that this is important to Estonia's future," said Hena Klesment, a 76-year-old painter. About 600,000 people — residents of pre-World War II Estonia and their descendants — were eligible to vote.

The state regained independence following the failed Soviet coup in August 1991. At the time, Estonia had 350,000 ethnic Russians, Ukrainians and others. Ethnic Estonians say they want to reintegrate and not being able to vote with former Soviet rule.

About 350,000 of Estonia's 400,000 ethnic Russians, Ukrainians and others. Ethnic Estonians say they want to reintegrate. The other leading coalition, the Popular Front, has called for more cautious reforms and conciliatory policies toward the Russian-speaking population.

Fifteen political parties fielded candidates, including one that wants to establish a conciliatory policies toward the Russian-speaking population.

The other leading coalition, the Popular Front, has called for more cautious reforms and conciliatory policies toward the Russian-speaking population.

The state regained independence following the failed Soviet coup in August 1991. At the time, Estonia had 350,000 ethnic Russians, Ukrainians and others. Ethnic Estonians say they want to reintegrate. The other leading coalition, the Popular Front, has called for more cautious reforms and conciliatory policies toward the Russian-speaking population.

Fifteen political parties fielded candidates, including one that wants to establish a conciliatory policies toward the Russian-speaking population.
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Family Leave Bill encourages discrimination, Bush says

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush has gone on the offensive about a new poll that showed him behind Bill Clinton in the presidential race, and 23 percent say they would vote for Clinton.

The figures, from a Newsweek magazine poll released Saturday, are another indication of the support the Dallas billionaire has among women, while the gap among men is far smaller.

The family leave bill is similar to one Bush vetoed two years ago. It would provide up to 12 weeks leave without pay for a sick family member, a birth, an adoption or to care for a sick family member.

Bush said that with the sluggish economy, companies are struggling to stay afloat and "I don't want to load on more federal mandates that will force them to lay off people."

The president urged women to "think of the impact mandated family leave has on hiring decisions. I know it's not supposed to happen, but how many employers will think, 'Who is not going to hire a man instead of a woman? He won't leave to have a child. We won't leave to care for his family.' And this is illegal, and we must enforce the law. But mandated family leave could discourage this subtle kind of discrimination."

Even before Bush spoke, the Clinton campaign issued a statement criticizing his veto plans.

"The last time he ran for president, George Bush took a strong position on tax credits for child care that he came down the other way," the campaign said. "That equivocal statement on a workplace and family issue, it's no surprise that for almost four years George Bush's only word was 'veto.'"

Bush spoke at AT&T Corporate headquarters in central New Jersey. With 155 electoral votes, New Jersey is one of the battleground states that Bush and Clinton are struggling to win.

The president called for "government policies that help families meet their responsibilities at home and that means child care, it means help getting child support enforcement, it means cheaper health care."

He said he and Clinton offer "contradictory promises" on the family leave problem.

FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) — A new poll shows President George Bush and Democratic nominee Bill Clinton are running dead even in Indiana, where a Democrat hasn't won the state's presidential race since 1964.

The Journal-Gazette Poll published this week in the Fort Wayne newspaper also found that Vice President Dan Quayle may be in a drag on the Republican ticket in his home state.

The poll found Bush and Clinton each were supported by 49.7 percent of respondents, with 13.3 percent undecided. Nearly 8 percent said they supported Bush, whose name also appears on the Indiana ballot, and 3.5 percent said they supported other candidates.

A Democratic presidential candidate has not won in Indiana since 1964, when Lyndon B. Johnson defeated Republican Barry Goldwater.

Bush-Quayle in 1988 carried 50 states, and 3.5 percent of respondents said they were undecided. "The only winner in the state is Dan Quayle," a Gore campaign spokesman said.

The Journal-Gazette Poll, conducted Aug. 27 to Sept. 1, surveyed 300 registered voters by telephone.

The poll also found that Indiana voters said they were more concerned about jobs than the environment and that 61 percent said the economy was the most important issue of the campaign.

Nine percent said the environment was most important, and 19 percent picked the candidates. "Veto," a word Gore often has used to criticize Bush, also was picked by 9 percent.

The results strongly resemble Bush's 1988 performance in Indiana, where he lost a state that had been won by President Carter.

"This is bad," a Gore campaign spokesperson said. "We've been having four years of reaching out to you, working toward your priorities and then taking away on the other hand, saying, 'no, government mustn't interfere. ... The time has finally come to put that to an end.'"

One-third of Americans want Perot back in presidential race

WASHINGTON (AP) — Some 34 percent of the respondents in a new poll say they would like Ross Perot to run again in the presidential race, and 23 percent say they would vote for him.

The figures, from a Newsweek magazine poll released Saturday, are another indication of the support the Dallas billionaire has among women, while the gap among men is far smaller.

Among those who say they would vote for Perot, respondents who said they would otherwise be for either President Bush or Bill Clinton were about evenly divided between them.

About 17 percent of the respondents who said they would not vote for Perot said they had planned to support him until he dropped out of the race.

Among those who said they would vote for Perot, respondents who said they would otherwise be for either President Bush or Bill Clinton were about evenly divided between them.

Another 10 percent, the poll showed, said they would vote for Perot rather than Clinton for falling so far to arrange debates between the two presidential contenders in Michigan.

The Gallup Organization questioned 600 registered voters by telephone last Tuesday, a day the Republicans are preparing to open their convention.

Among those who said they would vote for Perot, the respondents who said they would otherwise be for either President Bush or Bill Clinton were about evenly divided between them.

About 17 percent of the respondents who said they would not vote for Perot said they had planned to support him until he dropped out of the race.
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At least half an hour picking up trash people, mostly volunteers who had gathered to pick up debris.

"This is beach cleaning day," Gore told the group. "Nov. 3 is going to be White House cleaning day."

Both mocked Bush's 1988 pledge that he would be the "environmental president." Gore spoofed Bush's famous "no Excuse for Environmental Leaders that we now have in the Bush-Quayle White House."
Germany interest rates may continue to drop

BONN, Germany (AP) — Germany has hinted at a fall in its interest rates, whose ascent was blamed for forcing Britain and Italy from the European currency club and the ensuing market chaos.

Germany's quarter-percent cut on a key rate Monday failed to end the crisis. Shortly before leaving Friday for a meeting in Washington of the world's leading economic nations, Finance Minister Theo Waigel tantalizingly suggested rates could drop further.

Waigel also is defending Germany's strict monetary policy, rejected blame and suggested that those complaining should clean up their own fiscal mess.

"I don't think these accusations are fair," he said Thursday. "Everyone would do well to analyze what must be done in his own house."

Waigel was expected to repeat that position in Washington when he meets with finance ministers of the Group of Seven industrialized countries this weekend, and with officials of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank on Tuesday.

In a commentary in Bild newspaper on Friday, the finance minister wrote: "Interest rates in Germany could fall further provided we continue on a meaningful course of national belt-tightening."

However, his remarks appeared aimed more at opposition politicians and labor unions, and analysts said they doubted there would be any significant drop in German interest rates.

Republican Congress expects change

WASHINGTON (AP) — House Republican leader Bob Michel is a cinch to hang onto his leadership job after Election Day, sources close to party paperwork said Monday, leaving Friday for a meeting in Washington of the world's leading economic nations.
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Bush to sign trade agreement

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush on Friday formally notified Congress that he intends to sign the free trade agreement just negotiated with Mexico and Canada, starting the clock ticking for congressional consideration of the pact.

The administration sent to Capitol Hill the 2,000-plus pages of the North American Free Trade Agreement, along with reports compiled by the 38 private sector advisory groups that were consulted during the 14-month negotiating process.

The trade treaty, concluded Aug. 12, would eliminate, over a period of 15 years, any tariffs and other barriers to the flow of goods, services and investment between the three nations. Critics say the treaty will drive jobs south of the border and lead to a decline in the environment.

Bill Clinton
With congressional notification, Bush now must wait at least 90 calendar days before he can sign the treaty - provided he's re-elected. The 90-day clock would elapse Dec. 17, more than a month after the Nov. 3 election.

Democratic candidate Bill Clinton told reporters while on a campaign swing Friday in New Mexico that he still has not made up his mind whether to support the pact. Aides had said earlier that Clinton would announce a decision this week.

"I'm soliciting a wide range of opinions," Clinton said. "We're working very hard. It's a big agreement. I want to make a very careful analysis and a very clear statement."

Under fast-track procedures approved by Congress, once the president signs the accord he can present to Congress the legislation needed. Those laws will be drafted in consultation with Congress.

Once the legislation is forwarded to Capitol Hill, Congress has 90 legislative days to approve or reject the entire agreement without amendment. That vote is not expected before June.

Finance officials work to end currency crisis

WASHINGTON (AP) — Finance officials searched for ways Sunday to resolve the worst currency crisis in two decades while insisting that currency markets were likely to stabilize in upcoming days given the apparent approval by French voters of a European unity treaty.

Officials of the United States and its major economic allies said that the actions they have already taken and were prepared to take in coming days should help calm the market turbulence.

They also breathed a sigh of relief that French voters appeared to have narrowly approved a treaty calling for greater European economic and political unity, according to early, unofficial projections made by French television.

German Finance Minister Theo Waigel said that the apparent French approval of the unity treaty was "a positive signal for integration in Europe and also a positive signal for the markets."

Waigel said that "a small majority is better than a minority" and that there was reason for nervousness in currency markets.

Finance ministers of the 12-nation European Community held an emergency meeting Sunday afternoon to assess the early returns from the French vote and map strategy for dealing with any further turmoil once markets re-open Monday.

Waigel played down any sense of crisis and said that it was just "a normal thing that we meet after this decision."

The European finance officials were in Washington to attend the annual meetings of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Several European currencies including the British pound, the Italian lira and the Spanish peseta suffered heavy losses in value last week with much of the turbulence blamed on worries among investors about what might happen if the French had rejected the treaty.

President Bush, in the middle of a re-election campaign in which the weak U.S. economy has become a dominant issue, took the unusual step of inviting the finance officials to the White House Sunday for what administration officials said would be a pep talk on the need to find ways to spur the sluggish global economy.

President Bush arrived back at the White House from Camp David mid-afternoon, a few hours before his dinner meeting with the foreign ministers.

"Obviously we're interested in stability in the currency markets. I'll congratulate them on the approach they are taking here. And I'll give them suggestion or two that will help," said Bush.

Banker alleges U.S. loan knowledge

ATLANTA (AP) — The former branch manager of an Italian-owned bank who admitted illegally loaning billions of dollars to Iraq alleged in a television interview that government officials knew about the scheme.

But Christopher Drogoul didn't name any government or banking officials aware of the loans, and a prosecutor denied the allegations. The comments were made in an interview broadcast Sunday on "60 Minutes." Drogoul said the U.S. government, Banca Nazionale del Lavoro and Iraqi officials made him the fall guy in what he said was a well-known plan to loan Iraq billions for weapons and food.

"Certainly, I would have to say that the intelligence community monitored our activities from the outset. There was general knowledge in Washington and in the financial community," he said.

Drogoul's lawyers have made similar arguments in court, claiming BNL executives in Rome were aware of his activities and that U.S. officials approved the scheme as part of a pre-Gulf War policy of extending aid to Iraq.

Drogoul, former manager of the BNL's Atlanta branch, pleaded guilty in June to 60 counts of bank fraud in connection with the scheme to lend $5.5 billion to Iraq. But Drogoul last week told a judge he wants to withdraw the plea. A hearing was scheduled for Tuesday.

Acting U.S. Attorney Geryl Brill told "60 Minutes" that Drogoul masterminded the scheme alone, against the orders of BNL officials in Rome.

J.A.C.C. Ice Rink
WEEKDAY SCHEDULE
Opening Sept. 10
FREE SKATING
MWF Noon-1 p.m. Student/Faculty/Staff
TTH Noon-1 p.m. Faculty/Staff
Rental Skates $1/pr
Skate Sharpening $3/pr
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FREE SKATING
MWF Noon-1 p.m. Student/Faculty/Staff
TTH Noon-1 p.m. Faculty/Staff
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Skate Sharpening $3/pr

You've come a long way baby!
Happy Birthday
Love, Mom and Dad

ND PRELAW SOCIETY
General Meeting
7:30 Cushing Auditorium
Wednesday September 23, 1992

INFORMATION AND CHARGE CARDS: 219/284-4826
SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA

Tickets at sale of Saint Mary's box office, located in O'Loughlin Auditorium.
"Holy war" is raging in American politics

Murphy Brown is the focus of the latest battle in the war of the sexes. "Holy war" is how Ronald Reagan characterized the Soviet Union. Now, since the Soviet Union is no more available as the greatest danger to the American Way of Life, this honor has been granted to a fictional television character.

And so it is, in a sense, that one sees if one listens to the Republican talk about so-called "family values" for very long.

Of course, it is more than just the independent, assertive, single mother who has to worry every night at 9 p.m., 8 p.m. central time that threatens the very fabric of our nation's economy by being.

It is anybody who does not agree with George Bush, Dan Quayle, Pat Buchanan, Pat Robertson and the like about how one should live their personal lives.

The debate about family values is, as much as anything, a moralistic one. It is, as all rhetoric is, an attempt to portray anybody who disagrees with you as out of touch with the religious right orthodoxy about the role of women in society and the home and the need for a completely homogeneous society as out of the mainstream.

But, even more than that, the attacks are reminiscent of the McCarthyite crusade against the perceived communist who pervaded the U.S. in the 1950s.

One need only to have listened to a few minutes of the Republican convention to hear the contempt they had for free-thinking women, gay men and lesbians, and anybody who felt that not everybody needed to have the same job? This is after all, what the ERA was all about.

Another promoter of "family values" is Phyllis Schlafly. She spoke at Notre Dame about three years ago, and among other things she said that laws which make it easier for women to get divorced have been bad for women. The evils of divorce have been mentioned from time to time by the candidates themselves.

And yet, the greater ability of women to be granted a divorce has meant that they have been able to live from abusive and domineering husbands, and have actually been able to gain a modicum of control over their lives.

Apart from this, however, it just seems reasonable that women (and men) should be able to get out of a relationship in which they no longer see any value without the state or anybody else intervening.

The debate about family values seems to harken back to an earlier, idyllic, and at least partially fictional time when women knew that their place was in the kitchen and in the bedroom (although without birth control and certainly not for their own pleasure).

Apparently, everybody believed in a vengeful god who would smite the unrighteous; teenage pregnancy did not exist, and women stayed home, cared for the children and obeyed their husbands.

This is the time actually existed, and unfortunately some of the most abvious aspects of this perceived golden era were all too real. This is not the world today.

Most women work outside of the home (although their wages are on average only 75 percent of that of men for the same job). This is because this is the world today. Women's rights when he said of the ERA: "There is a social and anti-family political movement which encourages women to leave their husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft, destroy capitalism and become lesbians."

Apart from the patently ridiculousness of this statement, and all of the hate (which had never been heard in a long time) which we would want to prove (through usage which goes out from this short statement), I wonder what Robertson, as well as all of the people who cheered at the convention, felt that women should not receive equal treatment in the workplace and the same as men for the same job? This is, after all, what the ERA was all about.

The final and most important point about the "family values" debate concerns what right George Bush and Dan Quayle have to pass judgement on how people live their lives.

Why should these elites in power—men and women—dictate whether or not people get married, have children inside or outside of marriage, participate in a heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual lifestyle or do anything else in their private lives which does not infringe upon others? Why should they care? What business is it of theirs?

Long live Murphy Brown!

Kurt Mills is a graduate student in the Department of Government and International Studies. His column appears every other Monday.

GARRY TRAUEDE

"A hero isn't any braver than an ordinary man, but he is brave for five minutes longer."

Ralph Waldo Emerson

White knight talking backwards: timbus:

QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, IN 46556
Swimmer Haley Scott receives Spirit Award for overcoming adversity

**Goal of Hispanic Heritage Month is to raise student awareness**

**Accent**

Monday, September 21, 1992

**By COLLEEN KNIGHT**

Accent Writer

For many of the fans at last Saturday's game against Michigan, the most uplifting part of the game did not occur within regulation time. And it certainly did not occur when the final whistle was blown and the game ended in a tie.

The most uplifting moment came at halftime, when swimmer Haley Scott was awarded the Maxwell House Spirit of Notre Dame Award. Scott returned to campus to receive the award and to start classes again after spending most of the summer recuperating from extensive surgery performed in June at the University of California-San Diego Medical Center.

The surgery was part of a continuing recovery for Scott, who suffered a broken back and temporary paralysis in a January 24 car accident involving her swim team. It actually consisted of three operations within a ten-day period, according to Scott.

In the first surgery, the doctors removed the rods that were placed in Haley's back in January. The rods, inserted to provide support, had fused properly with her spine. As a result, they broke loose and made her spine curve, causing her pain and discomfort.

After the rods were removed, the surgeon successfully straightened Haley's spine in a seven-hour operation. This "interior spinal surgery" is rarely performed, Scott said.

level I'll get back to. But there's no question in my mind." In the meantime, Haley is taking three courses, but no serious type of surgery, next to open heart surgery. He agreed.

Now I have to let my body have some rest and the longer I rest, the quicker it will heal," Scott said. "Now I have to let my body have some rest and the longer I rest, the quicker it will heal." According to Lyons' Rector Sister Kathleen Beatty, Haley's biggest struggle will be to continue to be as patient as possible with the healing process, to do it one day at a time.

Swim coach Tim Welsh agreed. Asked when Haley would swim again, he replied, "We will be delighted with whatever happens. The first priority is for the bone graft to heal, and for the brace to be removed, and for Haley to strengthen herself."

Haley is gaining strength every day. She has no actual therapy to perform, but instead strengthens herself by walking as much as possible and by allowing herself plenty of time for rest.

"The golf cart she used for transportation last semester is now parked in front of Lyons Hall. Haley tries not to see it, however, since walking is her only opportunity for exercise until the brace comes off. Once the brace is removed, Haley hopes to get back into the pool as soon as possible. She has no doubt that she will compete again."

"I'll be on the team, I'll train, I'll compete," she said. "It's just a question of how long it will take me and what level I'll get back to. But there's no question in my mind." In the meantime, Haley is taking three classes and helping with swim team try-outs. Coach Tim Welsh maintains that the other swimmers see Haley as "a great model of courage, spirit, and determination. They also see her as part of the team.".

Haley, on the other hand, does not think of herself as an inspiration to the other team members. Instead, she said, "I just think they're glad I'm back and glad to have their friend back."

Friends, teammates, and professors have all supported Haley during her recovery. She feels lucky, she said, because "I got a sense of what Notre Dame means as a freshman. Most people don't until after they leave here."

In watching Haley Scott walk off the football field last Saturday with her award, thousands of people saw firsthand what the "Spirit of Notre Dame" is really about.

**Two members of the Hispanic American Organization (HAO) perform a dance on Fieldhouse Mall as part of Hispanic Heritage Month.**

The Hispanic American Organization (HAO) plans to take the time, especially during Hispanic Heritage Month, to educate both Hispanics and non-Hispanics at Notre Dame about their culture, according to HAO President Israel Verver, Jr.

"There's a lot to know about our culture. Sometimes it seems as if we (Hispanics) get overlooked by others. We may not be in the 'whitewhite' issue, but we are doing our part to introduce others to our culture," he said.

Verver described his vision of Hispanic Heritage Month as a span of about a month in which the tradition (September 15-October 15); a time when the heat of the summer can be cooled off by a chill in the fall air; a time in which Hispanics and non-Hispanics will hopefully be acknowledged, but we are a very important aspect of this campus during Hispanic Heritage Month."

We've already celebrated Mexican Independence Day (September 16) with traditional Mexican dancing and food. There was also a dance this past Friday that was pretty successful," said Verdugo.

Still scheduled is renowned speaker Tony Ayana, former governor of New Mexico. He will be speaking on September 29, 1992 in the Library auditorium on what it means to be a role model.

"Tony Ayana is a very influential man to the Hispanic race," said Verver. "I admire the African-Americans for having role models such as Dr. Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, and Minister Louis Farrakhan. We have them, but they tend to be too low key and not at all nationally known. Tony Ayana is one of them, and his talk about being a role model means a lot to our heritage," he explained.

Also speaking in Carmen Morales, a famous Puerto Rican storyteller. Morales will be at Notre Dame Tuesday, October 6 at 8 p.m. in the LaFortune Ballroom (aka Theodore's). The LaBelle Infantile, a group of the lowest. We need to strengthen HAO before we can successfully help others," said Verdugo.
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Also speaking on September 29 is Carmen Morales, a famous Puerto Rican storyteller. Morales will be at Notre Dame Tuesday, October 6 at 8 p.m. in the LaFortune Ballroom (aka Theodore's). The LaBelle Infantile, a group of two members of the Hispanic American Organization (HAO) perform a dance on Fieldhouse Mall as part of Hispanic Heritage Month.
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Brewers move to within four games of Jays with 9-3 win over Orioles

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Paul Molitor doubled twice during an eight-run rally in the sixth inning Sunday to help the surging Milwaukee Brewers beat Baltimore 9-3. The Orioles have lost four of their last five games of first place in the AL East.

The Brewers have won four in a row and eight of nine. They moved up on division-leading Toronto, which lost 7-5 to Montreal.

Baltimore remained 5 1/2 games behind the Brewers. The Orioles have lost a first three games of a series that ends Monday at County Stadium.

Craig Lefferts and the Orioles took a 3-1 lead into the sixth, but it didn't last long. Kevin Saucier led off with a single, hit his second of the first two hits in the inning and Molitor doubled, finishing Lefferts.

Robin Yount melter reliever Snow Davis (6-3) with a sacrifice fly, and Greg Vaughan hit an RBI single that made it 3-2. Pinch hitter Barry Stein blooped a single off Maples tied it and B.J. Surhoff's first put Milwaukee ahead. An error by third baseman Leo Gomez and run-scoring singles by Pat Listach and Seaver gave the Brewers a 7-3 lead, and Molitor capped the second-inning rally. Surhoff singled another run home.

James Austin (5-2), who pitched the sixth inning, wound up with the win.

---

Classifieds

NOTICES

ATTENTION: For more information and assistance regarding the investigation of fraud business opportunities or work-at-home opportunities call 262-782-9356. We urge you to contact the Task Force of the Bureau of Michigan, 53203 Edmunds, Suite 5, South Bend, IN 46637- 4505, or call the FBI at 219-277- 9110 or 463-8313.

WORD PROCESSING 250-690

TYING 276-4592

What is the best place for a morning stall? Greenfields

Cafe

SENDO'S SENIOR CLASS CRUISE THIS FALL $25 INCLUDES EVERYTHING BUY AT LAFORTUNE INTO DESK "SENDOS"

USED TEXTBOOKS CHEAP

BUY 'EM NOW 10-55 everyday's Pandora's Box 805 Howard 3 bks. from campus 232-2942

TRAVEL FREE! SELL BREAKING LAST MINUTES SEATS TO CANADA OR FLORIDA BEST COMMISSION ON AFIELD FOR FREE TRAVEL CALL SUN, SUMMER, WINTER HOLIDAYS 211-458-7711

91 Mustard 6000 miles. New Dutch, Tiny Cabin Deck call 268-6580

TYPING 337-1649

See-Gee Wordprocessing

LOST & FOUND

Lost Gold clasp bracelet Possibly of NED or Louis. Huge sentimental value. If found please call 876-7890

LOST.EYESGLASSES AND A BLACK CASE DURING MICHIGAN GAME. IF FOUND, PLEASE CALL BRENDA 254-1376.

FOUND: RING IN STADIUM AT ND-SMC GAME X1803

WOMEN

WANTED

BONNIE COHN HAS POSITION AVAILABLE! COOKS AND FOUNTAINS Apply only to 2535 N 42nd St.

B. A. B - UNIQUE COUNTRY SETTING WITH ALL ELECTRIC, UTILITIES paid, male preferred $7.00 a day, Call 849-2365

B & B - UNIQUE COUNTRY SETTING WITH ALL ELECTRIC, NEAR GRANGER. 616-603-6000

FOR SALE

CRANE TELEVISION $99.00

Rental a "15 Color TV OR VCR, TWO SATELLITE DISHES OR BCM, ONE SATELLITE DISH, TWO SATELLITE DISHES OR BCM, ONE REMOTE CONTROL. 288-6200"

CHERRY FLAX SIZE 65 MERCHANDICE $200.00

26030, S.W. 26030, S.W. 26030, S.W. 26030, S.W.

NEED MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD TICKETS OR TIPS FOR MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD TICKETS OR TIPS

NEED A 2 BED, 1 BATH, 1985 GST. $750 2850-1217

NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR STANFORD FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

NEED MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD

MOTHERS TIPS STANFORD NEED TO TRADE TIPS FOR TIPS FOR STANFORD
Join the team!

Teamwork is vital for success. It takes the time, talent, and enthusiasm of each member pulling together toward a common goal. If you're interested in joining a winning team, Ernst & Young is interested in you.

Nationwide opportunities in auditing, tax, and consulting.

Interview Dates

Monday, October 12 and Tuesday, October 13, 1992

To sign up for an interview with Ernst & Young, see your placement office. Look for posters on campus with other important dates.
Fave leads Packers to stunning comeback against Bengals

MIAMI (AP) — The Miami Dolphins’ “grip” seems to be imp­roving.

The Dolphins, who let fourth-quarter leads slip away in the final two games last year and the season-opener last week, scored on their first three possessions Sunday and held on to best the Los Angeles Rams 26-10.

The Dolphins (2-0) took a 14-0 first-quarter lead Monday night in Atlanta when they needed a last-minute rally to win the game. Against the Rams, Miami rolled to a 17-0 lead after one period.

Los Angeles (1-2), which snapp­ed an 11-game losing streak last week, scored on its very first possession Sunday and held off the Rams 20-10.

A 15-play drive set up Pete Stoyanovich’s 27-yard field goal, and he added a clinching 20-yarder after Jarvis Williams intercepted a pass from Jim Everett.

Marc Riggins led the Dolphins with 111 yards rushing in 23 carries. Dan Marino threw two touchdown passes, Stoyanovich kicked four field goals and Miami’s defense forced four turnovers.

A 76-yard touchdown drive following the opening kickoff produced Miami’s first score. Mark Duper beat cornerback Darryl Henley to catch Marino’s 38-yard pass at the goal line for a 14-0 lead.

Then Everett fumbled when sacked by Brian Cox. Miami’s T.J. Turner recovered at the Rams’ 22, and three players later Stoyanovich kicked a 36-yard field goal.

Stoyanovich added a 44-yarder in the third period for a 20-7 lead. Tony Zendejas kicked a 31-yarder for Los Angeles early in the fourth quar­ter and a last-minute field goal.

A turnover led to the Rams’ only touchdown. Anthony Newman intercepted a pass from Marino and returned it 17 yards to the Miami 23. On the next play, Green Bay’s Willie An­derson at the goal line for the Rams.

Several times when the Rams showed signs of life, a mistake or intentional safety led to a turnover. Everett’s deflected pass was intercepted in the end zone by J.B. Brown, a scrambling Ev­rett went into a slide on third down, and Robert Delpino dropped a third-down pass that would have given the Rams a first down in Miami territory.

Rams running back Todd Littlejohn, the NFC defensive player of the week last week, suffered a shoulder injury in the first period and missed the rest of the game. His injury will be examined Monday.

The Bengals had little to celebrate as the Packers handed them their first loss of the young season.

Marino shines in Dolphin’s win

Kickers

continued from page 20

year we played with a great deal of enthusiasm.

A matchup with Dayton on Sunday loomed more difficult than the previous games for the Spartans, but it did not turn out that way.

Notre Dame started slow, going scoreless in the first half. The second period of play showcased the high-octane Irish offense, which attempted 23 shots to the Flyers nine. As in the game with the Spartans, Tiffany Stephenson’s dye-ink overshot the beating the Dayton

day at Green Bay’s 21-point final quarter.

“Brett had great composition in the huddle, even after we are going to score,” Taylor said.

The final four games kicked off just 54 seconds and Favre made it work, even though the Packers had no timeouts left when rookie receiver Robert Brooks developed out of bounds with the kickoff at Green Bay’s 8.

“We had nothing to lose,” said Favre, forced into the game in the first quarter when Don Majkowski was sacked and suffered ligament damage to his left ankle. “We had fought our way back, didn’t want to stop there.”

Favre got the Packers out of trouble with a 42-yard pass to Sterling Sharpe, who hurt his shoulder on the catch. Vice Work­man caught another pass for 11 yards and then Favre stopped the clock with an incompletion.

Then he found Taylor behind the defense, and Chris Jacke kicked the go-ahead extra point to make it 20-7. Majkowski was sacked and fumbled late in the third quarter, and three plays later, Boomer Esiason hit Eric Ball with a 17-yard pass that gave the Bengals a 17-3 lead with 1:13 to play in the third period.

But Buckely, just signed nine days ago, kept the Packers in the game with his electrically punting return, offsetting an even earlier 95-yarder by Cincinnati rookie Carl Pickens.

Brees kicked his second field goal, a 34-yarder with 8:05 remaining, to give the Bengals a 20-10 lead before Favre moved the Packers 88 yards in eight plays for a touchdown.

He hit Sharpe with a 33-yard pass and then a 5-yarder for the score with 4:11 to go, pulling Green Bay to 20-17. It was Favre’s first NFL touchdown pass.

Brees kicked his second chance field goal, a 34-yarder with 8:05 remaining, to give the Bengals a 20-10 lead before Favre moved the Packers 88 yards in eight plays for a touchdown.
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He's a great honor to be mentioned with Theismann," Mike said. "His best years came after he left Notre Dame."

Saturday's game also marked the third time in his career that he has thrown three TDs in the same game. The first occasion was last season against Michigan State, and he duplicated the feat against Navy.

"His 260 yards through the air against the Spartans also represents the third most yards he's completed in a game," Mike continued. "Last season he picked apart the Michigan defense on 103 yards and in his sophomore season, he hit the same yardage for 265 yards."

With Saturday's win, the Irish now hold a 33-18-2 margin over Michigan State in the series. The only tie came last season when Midwest分裂f the Notre Dame record that season; one in which the Irish won the national championship.

The Irish have won the last six in a row and 15 of the last 23 against the Spartans. Furthermore, the 83 total points in the game marked the highest total ever in the series. The previous high was 70 points, in a 42-28 Irish victory in 1969.

Holtz continued from page 20

The football team did show the Irish running game, but not to the extent Holtz stated. In the first half the Irish rushed for 100 yards on 24 carries, an average of over four yards a carry.

Receiver Adrian Jarrell cited a weakness in the Spartan defense as the thinking behind the increased passing attempts.

"We did a lot of play action because we knew Michigan State had a very aggressive secondary," commented Jarrell. "Myself and the credit Michigan State did show on defense did slow the Irish running backs, a tone which was set on the very first play.

Miter faked the hand-off to Reggie Brooks, faking the Spartan defense, then hit a wide-open Lake Dawson for a 42-yard gain. Six plays later, Miter found tight end Oscar Miller in the corner of the end zone for a four-yard touchdown pass.

Dawson caught a pass for eight yards on the next play, and was hit late by a Spartan defender, tacking on a 15-yard penalty. Dawson caught a touchdown pass to end the series.

After forcing State to punt, running back Lee Becton scored to put the Irish up 14-3, the big play in the drive being a 59-yard pass to Dawson. From there, the Notre Dame secondary began to take care of the Spartan offense.

On the very first play of Michigan State's next drive, Irish cornerback Tom Carter picked off a deep pass intended for Mill Coleman, a turnover the Notre Dame defense converted into seven more points on another play-action pass, this one courtesy of passer Ray Grigsby.

On the next series, safety John Coleman made another play for a Miller pass, returning it six yards, which resulted in a field goal.

Lee Becton pumped some exhaustion out of the Michigan defense, running for a second quarter after Michigan State closed to 31-10. The junior took a short kick off at the 22-yard line, cut to the left and faked out most of the Spartan team, taking the kick 78 yards for a touchdown.

The Notre Dame defense continued to score in at will in the third quarter, when Holtz gave the rest of the day off leading 45-10.

Holtz inserted sophomore Paul Zendejas at quarterback for a few plays, before replacing him with Kevin McDougal. The student completed a pass to McBride for 14 yards. His second series was a one-handed catch by freshman Derrick Mayes, good for a touchdown.

The second-string defense entered the game for the Irish, and got pounded by the Spartan's first-team offense for two touchdowns, narrowing the margin to 52-24, forcing Holtz to put the defense starters back in the game. State's offense then drove 73 yards on 12 plays, eating up almost four minutes of clock, ending with a Thomas touchdown run to finally end the scoring at 52-31.

They played as hard as they could, one half," Per- les said of his players. "They were excited and ran the ball against some people that were in their backup roles. At the end of the game, the last drive, was something that at least they can be proud of.

Things won't get much easier for the Spartans, as they travel to Boston to take on a tough Boston College team. The Irish will play their fourth Big Ten opponent, hosting Purdue.

The Observer/John Rock

The return of inebriator Demetrius DuBose bolstered the Irish defense and he had to answers questions concerning the possibility that he had settled for a tie. Although he is in the spotlight week after week, Holtz is not familiar with negative criticism coming from the student body, and the Irish faithful. The only way Holtz could silence the talk was to win big, and turn the focus off of him and on to the Notre Dame team.

The Irish coach must have heard the whispers coming from Miter backers, who watched the quarterback's Heisman Trophy hopes slip away after the Michigan game, and a subpar performance against Northwestern.

The only way to stop the talk of Miter's dwindling Heisman hopes was to let him loose, and hope that a big performance would rekindle his chances.

Holtz was successful in both cases. Miter is back in the race, and the talk centers on Purdue next weekend and national championship possibilities.

The reviews from this weekend may not remain positive for long. By revealing the full capabilities of the offense Holtz is opening himself to more criticism than ever, the focus of the Notre offense should be next.

How he will handle this problem if it arises, will be interesting. In every situation, Holtz must confront the critics. Like Florida in the Sugar Bowl, and Michigan State Saturday, we can expect Holtz to attempt to silence the talk. Something which seems to silence the skeptics every time.
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**SMC soccer sweeps by Hope College**

By NICOLE MCGRATH
Saint Mary's Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's soccer team cruised past Hope College Saturday 3-1. The first half of the game saw only one goal scored. With only four minutes to go in the half, forward Stacy Winget found the box with an assist from defensive stopper Mandy Eller. Eller, who was just switched to defense, found coming out of offense quite natural.

"I used to play midfield so, although I'm on defense, I saw holes and ran to them," said Eller.

Eller's work did not go unnoticed.

Eller was extremely pleased with Mandy's performance," stated coach Tom VanMeter.

By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

Todd Wilson and Allan Lopez have waited a long time for this.

Though the Irish seniors are the focus of the Notre Dame men's tennis team, the big story of this weekend's Tom Fallon Invitational was the play of the two Irish freshmen. Both have taken a while to come into their own—until this weekend.

In the "C" flight, Wilson surprised junior Tom North, one of the better players sixth year, 6-2, 6-4, 6-4 in the finals. On his way to the finals he also beat high-rated Irish freshman Brian Horst Dziura 6-4, 6-7, 6-4 in the finals. Dziura beat freshman John Pun, 6-4, 6-7, 6-4.

In the "D" flight, Lopez beat Notre Dame freshman Brian Horst Dziura to advance to the finals, where he topped sophomore Hordi Dürre 6-4, 6-7, 6-4. Dziura beat freshman John O'Brien to advance to the finals and face Lopez.

"I was really happy to win. I've been working real hard and preparing for a lot for it," said Lopez. "Now I just want to keep moving up and improving, and we'll see how far I can go.

"This is his third year in the program," said Bayliss of Wilson, a native of Billings, Montana. "He's never had to do this before, but I just want him to be consistent in the hard work and persistence does pay off. These two are going to give a message to me that they want to play.

"Besides Lopez and Wilson, the rest of the Irish also flexed their muscles this weekend. Captains in the out of the 12 finalists, spots and dominating other top-12 opponents.

Seniors Chuck Coleman and Mark Schmidt led the Irish in the "A" and "B" flights, as both advanced all the way to the final matches. In the doubles teams.

Seniors Chuck Coleman and Mark Schmidt led the Irish in the "A" and "B" flights, as both advanced all the way to the finals. In the singles, Schmidt was battling Michigan State's Mashiska Washington, brother of professional tennis star Malavai Washington. He ended up losing 1-6, 6-2, 2-6. Basically I ran out of gas. It was an even match into the third, then my legs just gave out on me," said Schmidt. "He's tough, he's in good condition.

In the rest of the "B" flight, Irish newcomer Eben Blattere fell to Jan Anderson of Nebraska in the quarters, and senior Rob Rosas also lost to Washington in the semifinals.

In the doubles flights, Notre Dame placed three out of the four finalists. In the "A" flight, the Irish's two top teams, Zurcher and Pun and Coleman and Forsyth, advanced to the finals but because of a slight ankle injury to Coleman, the match will be played later on in the week.

"For both these doubles teams to advance to the finals speaks well," said Bayliss, as the Irish are trying to find new combinations for this year's doubles teams.

The veteran tandem of Schmidt and fellow senior Chris Wojtalik won the "B" flight, with a win over Nebraska's team of Mike Garcia and Troy Bray.

"We haven't really regained the form we had last season until this tournament," said Schmidt, "But we played well this tournament.

"It was a little easier playing at home, but it will get tougher," noted Bayliss, in reference to Notre Dame's schedule, which could be the toughest in the nation. "We have a lot of bright spots this weekend, some fierce competition. We still have a lot of work to do, but we'll be competitive.

**SYSTEMS RECRUITING**

Representatives of the Systems Division of Eli Lilly and Company will be on campus on the following dates:

- **Tuesday, September 22nd**
  - 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
  - Memorial Library Lounge
  - Notre Dame Room, Morris Inn

**Lilly**

Eli Lilly and Company is a research-based corporation that develops, manufactures, and markets human medicines, medical instrument systems, diagnostic agents, and animal health products. Lilly is a Fortune 500 company and has maintained record sales and earnings for 31 consecutive years. The company conducts operations in more than 130 countries. Corporate headquarters are located in Indianapolis, Indiana.

The Lilly systems organization offers analysts the opportunity to develop and maintain business and scientific systems in a multi-vendor environment that includes networks of IBM, DEC, Apple, Hewlett Packard, and Cray.

Take advantage of the opportunity to discuss your future in the information systems field. Lilly representatives will return to campus to conduct interviews on Wednesday November 4th.

**SPORST BRIEFS**

ND/SMC women's lacrosse has practice 10:00 LufIo, Monday and Wednesday. Call Emily 283-2914.

The campus 2-person golf scramble will take place on September 27. The tournament is open to all students, faculty and staff. Sign up as an individual or in pairs. Entries and entry fees due by September 23.

ND Varsity Hockey is looking for statistics and videoappers for the upcoming season. Any interested please call assistant coach Jim Johnson at 239-5277.

ND Tae Kwon Do Club will be having class in the fencing gym Monday and Wednesday at 8 p.m. Questions? Call Tim Kalamaros at 277-6697.

SportsTalk on WVFM 640 AM welcomes cross country runners Mike McWilliams and Eva Flood on Tuesday at 9-10, Call with questions at 239-6400.

ND/SMC Field Hockey Interested in playing field hockey? Come to practice tonight at LufIo at 9:00 p.m. For more information call U2 X2670.

Happy Belated 21st
Kerry Lynn Norton
Your Loyal Fans

**Monday, September 21, 1992**

The Observer/Marguerite Schnopp

The Belles used a strong defense to top Hope College on Saturday.

Wilson, Lopez highlight impressive showing in Tom Fallon Invitational
Lee Becton runs for a 78 yd kickoff return touchdown.

Fullback Jerome Bettis is held by the Michigan State defense. Bettis had 76 yds rushing on 14 carries.

GAME 3
September 19, 1992
Notre Dame 52
Michigan State 31

Senior tailback Reggie Brooks dives over a Spartan defender.

Cornerback Tom Carter tackles Tico Duckett. The Irish secondary made 29 tackles on the day.
The Observer
Monday, September 21, 1992

Volleyball suffers first loss of season in Purdue Invitational
By DAN PIER
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team could not maintain its undefeated record, but this weekend's Morris Invitational at Purdue was far from a disappointment for the Irish. After falling against powerhouse Florida 15-13, 15-6, 15-5, Notre Dame rebounded strongly to overcome Purdue 15-17, 16-14, 16-14, 15-7, and Montana 15-9, 15-9, 15-12. The strong finish propelled Notre Dame to second place, while Florida captured the crown with an undefeated weekend.

Notre Dame head coach Debbie Brown was happy with the results despite the first loss to Florida, "It was a difficult situation," Brown said. "We had just played, the place was packed, it was really hot, and their band was playing. It's psychologically tough to come back after losing a close game like that."

But come back they did. Notre Dame prevailed in the next two games. Then, with the momentum swung, they cruised to a game four victory. Christy Peters led the team with 29 kills, while Marilyn Cragin had 23 of her own.

Saturday's win over Montana (3-1) cemented second place for the Irish. Cragin and captain Alicia Turner led a balanced offense with 11 kills apiece. The match was closer than the scores and team records might indicate.

Cragin, who finished with 40 kills, and Peters, who racked up 29, were named to the all-tournament team for the Irish. Florida's Gudula Staub was named the tournament's most valuable player.

The Mortar Board, in addition to sponsoring the tournament, recognized three players on each team for off-court achievements. Notre Dame's Julie Harris was named the tournament's outstanding player. The Mortar Board, in addition to sponsoring the tournament, recognized three players on each team for off-court achievements.

The Next match for the Irish is at the highly-ranked Hoosiers two seasons.

The Irish held the Explorers and the icing on the cake when sophomore Tim Oates received a pass from Lanza and put the ball in the net. It was Oates' second goal of the season and it was Lanza's second assist of the year.

“We have to play a lot better defensively because they are going to come after us with some great talent.”

Men's soccer manages weekend split

BY MARK MCRATH
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's soccer team wrapped up a tough stretch of the schedule yesterday when the team opened its NCAA season with a 2-0 win over the Explorers of LaSalle.

The stretch had seen the Irish play four games in six days including a 2-2 tie against Michigan State on Friday.

“I thought we dominated the game,” said Notre Dame coach Mike Berticelli of Sunday's matchup. “We played well but we did not finish well. We had lots of chances and that is what we want this early in the season.”

The Irish got on the board first when junior Mike Palmer took a pass from freshman Bill Lanza and put it in the left corner at the 29:17 mark of the contest. This goal was the fourth of the season for Palmer, who leads the Irish in scoring, and it extended his goal-scoring streak to three games.

“Mike Palmer is a player who is getting the job done for us at both ends of the field. He is scoring goals and is also playing great defense,” Berticelli said.

The Irish goal came after an apparent LaSalle goal was nullified by an off-sides call. After the Irish score, LaSalle put together its best offensive spurt of the contest which saw Notre Dame goalie Bert Bader make a couple of fine saves while two shots hit off the crossbar.

The Irish answered this flurry when Brendan Dillman took a pass in close and hit the outside of the net. “I thought we played fairly well,” said Irish captain Mario Tricoci. “We were unorganized from the back to the middle and we weren't hungry enough in the box.”

The Irish held the Explorers and the icing on the cake when sophomore Tim Oates received a pass from Lanza and put the ball in the net. It was Oates' second goal of the season and it was Lanza's second assist of the year.

“Bill is starting to make things happen," commented Berticelli.

Irish keeper Bader made nine saves and recorded the shutout. The shutout was Bader's second of the year and the 13th in his two seasons.

The next match for the Irish is at the highly-ranked Hoosiers two seasons.

“IT's a game we have to play a lot better to win,” added Berticelli. “We have to play a lot better defensively because they are going to come after us with some great talent.”

Don't Be a Campus Potato!!
Take a Trip to TENEX Computer Express on Us!

And witness first-hand some of the best deals on some of the best "School Tools" around!!

WE MAKE SHOPPING A BREEZE!

FREE Transportation
Please call to arrange for free transportation at 219-227-1234!
Also, Transpo buses drop off and pick up on the corner of Grape Rd and Douglas (just one block from TENEX).

Delivery
TENEX will arrange for prompt delivery of purchases.

SX Appeal!

Software at Great Educational Prices!*
Only $79.00 - Lotus 1-2-3 DOS Version 2.4
Only $109.00 - Lotus 1-2-3 Windows Version 1.1
Only $135.00 - WordPerfect Version 5.1

*Student/faculty I.D. required! Prices are for a limited time only!

Printer Specials!

Panasonic KX-P2180 Color Quiet Printer
$169.99

Panasonic Letter Quality KX-P1133 Quiet Printer

$49.99

$249.99

TENEX Computer Express
5205 Grape Road, Mishawaka, IN 46545
Phone: 219-227-1234 FAX: 219-227-0393
Store Hours: M-F 10am-7pm Sat: 10am-5pm
(located just south of Douglas Road)
SPELUNKER

14 Damask-rose (10)
15 Reveler's cry of (9)
16 Better gunwale (16)
19 Lead-in for (12)
20 Inspired (14)
23 Answer to previous puzzle (10)
39 Cat----tails (10)
46 Asian festival (9)
47 Jason's sorceress (5)
50--Sample (5)
51 Savoir-faire, comp. (13)
52 Unwelcome recompense (10)
53 Blessing, comp. (10)
54 Burden (9)
55 Dollar bill (8)
56 Disney movie (13)
57 All but "v" (9)
58 Freeway exit (9)
59 Cinco de mayo (14)
60 New Deal letters (10)

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Grasp receiver (4, 4)
3 Aircraft personnel (9)
9 Monkeys (5)
14 Reveler's city of old (10)
15 Lead-in for gram (5)
16 Damask-rose perfume (5)
17 Not fem. or neut. (5)
18 Continually, quote (5)
20 Better a blush (9)
22 Wobble (5)
24 Egypt's Anwar (5)
25-6 Egypt's Anwar (11)
26 Singer Patsy (5)
27 Flower spike (5)
28 Library Instrument (5)
31 Unruly crowd (6)
34 Just about (5)
36 Developer's instrument (5)
37 Sufficiently (5)
38 "Mon-!
39 Cat----tails (10)
40 Impressive (5)
41 Empire (5)
42 Chaney or Costello (5)
43 Impassive (5)
44 Lustful (5)
45 Musical sound (5)
46 A grand duke of Muscovy (5)
47 Jason's sorceress (5)
49 Sample (5)
50-51 Savoir-faire, comp. (13)
52 Unwelcome recompense (10)
53 Blessing, comp. (10)
54 Burden (9)
55 Dollar bill (8)
56 Disney movie (13)
57 All but "v" (9)
58 Freeway exit (9)
59 Cinco de mayo (14)
60 New Deal letters (10)

DOWN
1 Office note (7)
2 A grand duke of Muscovy (5)
3 Kind of cause (6)
4 Lustful (5)
5 Impassive (5)
6 Recompense (5)
7 Branch of champagne (5)
8 Move with effort (5)
9 Infer (5)
10 Alien of the Revolution (5)
11 College on the Thames (5)
12 Room in a hacienda (5)
13 Before, in poesy (5)
14 Holiday preceders (5)
15 Wobble (5)
16 Group of whales (5)
17 Savoir-faire (5)
18 Conclusion of the quote (5)
19 Stoopid loop (5)
20 Toward the mouth (5)
21 English humorist Edward (5)
22 Dean Martin (5)
23 Continually (5)
24 Egypt's Anwar (5)
25-6 Egypt's Anwar (11)
26 Singer Patsy (5)
27 Flower spike (5)
28 Library Instrument (5)
31 Unruly crowd (6)
34 Just about (5)
36 Developer's instrument (5)
37 Sufficiently (5)
38 "Mon-!
39 Cat----tails (10)
40 Impressive (5)
41 Empire (5)
42 Chaney or Costello (5)
43 Impassive (5)
44 Lustful (5)
45 Musical sound (5)
46 A grand duke of Muscovy (5)
47 Jason's sorceress (5)
49 Sample (5)
50-51 Savoir-faire, comp. (13)
52 Unwelcome recompense (10)
53 Blessing, comp. (10)
54 Burden (9)
55 Dollar bill (8)
56 Disney movie (13)
57 All but "v" (9)
58 Freeway exit (9)
59 Cinco de mayo (14)
60 New Deal letters (10)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

16 MORMON
17 AHIRA
18 DAYE
19 RIDE
20 ORION
21 ACLY
22 NAD
24 RANA
25 DEER
26 ADE
27 NER
28 KELL
29 REST
30 KITE
31 TALE
32 ESPE
33 RIN
34 RUG
35 TEL
36 DIN
37 MAR
38 ALA
39 TAT
40 BAR
41 RUM
42 DAD
43 NUR
44 TAL
45 BUR
46 HER
47 ISRA
48 CLO
49 LEE
50 TAY
51 WAT
52 MUR
53 RAS
54 CAR
55 BAC
56 CID
57 WAR
58 ROD
59 TUR
60 BRE

CAMPUS

Monday
7 p.m. Film, "Ballet Mechanique." Annen­berg Auditorium. Admission.
9 p.m. Film, "Abbott and Costello Meet Franken­enstein" Annen­berg Auditorium. Admission.

LECTURE

Monday
4:15 p.m. "New Challenges for German Foreign Policy," Dr. Daeubler-Gmelin, member of the Parliamentarians for Global Action. Room 131, DeBartolo Hall. Admission Free.

Tuesday

MENU

Notre Dame
Saint Mary's

Pot Roast & a Mode
Baked Redfish
Cheese Bavoli
Thai Bar
M­exican Bar
Traditions

Showings at
8:00 and 10:30 p.m.
in Cushing Auditorium

Price of admission is $2.00

Today

Thursday, Sept. 24

REAL GENIUS

Friday and Saturday, 25 & 26

LETHAL WEAPON 3
**Men's volleyball returns to the strategies he used spirit of Notre Dame.**

Tony Rice in 1989 that passed the ball responsible for the poor Irish running ground attack.

an offense dominated by the run.

Offense that once ran for 315 yards offense, and by the end of the victory Notre Dame completed 16 passes for 251 yards on 45 carries against the average 4.5 yards per carry, with tailbacks Craig DuBose was the focal point of the Irish offense, which totalled only 118 yards against Miami in 1990. 

As expected, Irish captain Demetrius Race the focal point of the defense, but still the Irish gained only 56 yards on 10 carries. A fumbling offensive line was, in part, responsible for the poor Irish running attack, but there is no reason for Notre Dame to give up more yards on the ground than the Irish gained.

Holtz also was dissatisfied with the Irish ground attack, which totaled only 118 yards on 45 carries against the aggressive Spartan defense.

**Leashing offense may result in more problems for Holtz.**

Holtz comments may be valid, but the accuracy of the Notre Dame passing offense in the first half is something which can't be ignored. 

Michigan State's defense had the Irish second half of offensive football in two seasons, focusing on the negative aspects of a Notre Dame offense which scored 52 points, managed 22 first downs, and totaled 509 yards total offense.

We need more balance offensively," commented Holtz. "I would have liked to run the ball more. We threw the ball because we couldn't run the ball."

**Women's soccer breezes past Dayton.**

The Notre Dame women's soccer team used an aggressive offense and a physical defense to top Michigan State and Dayton over the weekend, and improved their record to 4-1.

On Friday, the Irish visited East Lansing, Michigan and left with a 4-0 victory. Tiffany Thompson started the scoring on a penalty kick in the opening period, a little under fifteen minutes into the game.

Thompson's goal was the lone score in the half, but the second half brought a barrage of Irish goals. Freshman Rosella Guerrero scored on a header two minutes into the half, on a cross from fellow freshman creek Reischman.

Junior Allison Lester continued the scoring with an unassisted goal near the halfway point of the period. Lester's goal was followed by freshmen Ragen Case's successful foul kick with under two minutes remaining in the game.

"We played very well," said Irish coach Chris Petrucci. "For the first time all..."